Finally, there is an effective and affordable security system for fine art collections and object d’art. Visonic’s wireless PowerArt™ is the smart and cost-efficient system designed especially for protecting individual items in homes and galleries.

About Visonic

With over 25 years of experience in every aspect of security, Visonic has built a strong reputation as a world leader in the security industry. Recognized for its innovative technologies and reliable high performance systems, Visonic is positioned at the forefront of the Home Automation market with the launch of its new wireless security and home & office automation PowerMax™ system. Visonic has laid the groundwork for the “networked home” where electronics, systems and appliances are all linked by an internal network with connections to the Internet. Visonic’s wired and wireless security systems and individual products cover a wide range of applications for access control, personal protection, health care, fine art protection and home automation. This broad offering meets the diverse needs of most all customer profiles. Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel, Visonic has an installed base of millions of installations that receive worldwide technical and marketing support through a network of subsidiaries, distributors and sales representatives in over 50 countries.

Discreet
Effective
& affordable protection system
designed especially for
private collectors and galleries
Especially designed for private collectors and galleries, Visonic’s PowerArt provides the smart and effective solution that enables art lovers to fully enjoy their collections, even when they are not physically present. The system’s ability to distinguish between movement and touch ensures that false alarms do not occur, avoiding any unnecessary disruption.

Visonic’s PowerArt control center has a fully supervised wireless alarm for up to 28 SPD-1000/2000 detectors, which respond to alarms and call a monitoring station using a preprogrammed telephone number with voice message to indicate events. Anti-collision transmission sequence guarantees transmission even when multiple detectors are activated at the same time.

**PowerArt Benefits**
- Discreet and effective protection per item
- Superior false alarm immunity
- Fast installation
- Easy repositioning or changing of exhibits
- Cost-effective

**System Features**
- Event location
- Transmission tracking
- Notification sent to monitoring station
- Serviceability reports
- PowerCode™ anti-collision transmission

**Visonic’s Wireless Smart Solution**

**PowerArt Control Center**

Nearly $4.5 billion worth of fine art and valuable antiques are stolen each year, with 55% occurring in homes. As methods of theft become more sophisticated, domestic dwellings and individual pieces are left vulnerable. In another situation, the very people that wish to enjoy to precious art, often cause damage by touching it.

Current protection methods using electronic devices and physical protection are expensive, inflexible, and distracting from the object of art. Electronic methods are extremely expensive with costly and complicated installation. Re-positioning of exhibits is problematic and lengthy, and requires changes in installed infrastructure. These over-sensitive electronic systems do not tolerate physical proximity, causing many false alarms even when visitors are transparently viewing exhibits. Showcases may serve as an effective buffer, but can also alienate viewers with distracting reflections. Nor do these systems provide undetected coverage of individual pieces.

Electronic methods are extremely expensive with costly and complicated installation. Re-positioning of exhibits is problematic and lengthy, and requires changes in installed infrastructure. These over-sensitive electronic systems do not tolerate physical proximity, causing many false alarms even when visitors are transparently viewing exhibits. Showcases may serve as an effective buffer, but can also alienate viewers with distracting reflections. Nor do these systems provide undetected coverage of individual pieces.

Visonic’s PowerArt is a sophisticated wireless system comprised of a smart platform and discreet per item detectors. The miniature and light wireless detectors, SPD-1000 and SPD-2000, are attached to the back of the painting or to the base of the sculpture, providing reliable and undetected protection that doesn’t detract from the viewers’ experience.

These detectors are easily detached from one exhibit and attached to the next, eliminating the need for costly infrastructure changes and damaging construction work. Extremely reliable, easy to maintain, they are cost-efficient without requiring regular restocking.

PowerArt is the only solution of its kind in the world that provides effective individual item protection combined with cost-efficient installation and ease of use, without hindering viewer’s enjoyment.
Visonic’s Wireless Smart Solution

Especially designed for private collectors and galleries, Visonic’s PowerArt provides the smart and effective solution that enables art lovers to fully enjoy their collections, yet alarms are not triggered by movement detected 0.1 mm away. The system indicates event location, enabling fast response to relevant areas with high recovery rates. Distinguishing between movement and touch, several alarms signals are used, depending on the severity of each event. Fully supervised, the system tracks transmissions every 30 seconds, and sends supervision signals as serviceability reports. The unique PowerCode™ anti-collision transmission sequence guarantees transmission even when multiple detectors are activated at the same time.

PowerArt Benefits

- Discreet and effective protection per item
- Superior false alarm immunity
- Fast installation
- Easy repositioning or changing of exhibits
- Cost-effective

The Need for Sophisticated Protection

Nearly $4.5 billion worth of fine art and valuable antiques are stolen each year, with 95% occurring in homes. As methods of theft become more sophisticated, domestic dwellings and individual pieces are left vulnerable. To another situation, the very people that wish to enjoy the precious art, often cause damage by touching it.

Current protection methods using electronic devices and physical protection are expensive, inflexible, and distracting from the object of art. Electronic methods are extremely expensive with costly and complicated installation. Re-positioning of exhibits is problematic and lengthy, and requires changes in installed infrastructure. These oversensitive electronic systems do not tolerate physical proximity, causing many false alarms even when visitors are inadvertently viewing exhibits. Showcases may serve as an effective buffer, but can also alienate viewers with distracting reflections. Nor do these systems provide undetected coverage of individual pieces.

Visonic’s Wireless Smart Solution

- Event location
- Transmission tracking
- Notification sent to monitoring station
- Serviceability reports
- PowerCode™ anti-collision transmission

Discreet Detectors

- Miniature, low-profile design
- Wireless
- Sensitive to touch
- Several alarm severity levels
- Canvas cutting detection

PowerArt is the only solution of its kind in the world that provides effective individual item protection combined with cost-efficient installation and ease of use, without hindering viewer’s enjoyment.
Finally, there is an effective and affordable security system for fine art collections and object d’art. Visonic’s wireless PowerArt™ is the smart and cost-efficient system designed especially for protecting individual items in homes and galleries.

About Visonic

With over 25 years of experience in every aspect of security, Visonic has built a strong reputation as a world leader in the security industry. Recognized for its innovative technologies and reliable high performance systems, Visonic is positioned at the forefront of the home automation market with the launch of its new wireless security and home & office automation PowerMax™ system. Visonic has laid the groundwork for the “networked home” where electronics, systems and appliances are all linked by an internal network with connection to the Internet. Visonic’s wired and wireless security systems and individual products cover a wide range of applications for access control, personal protection, health care, fine art protection and home automation. This broad offering meets the diverse needs of both all customer profiles. Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel, Visonic has an installed base of millions of installations that receive worldwide technical and marketing support through a network of subsidiaries, distributors and sales representatives in over 50 countries.
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### About Visonic

With over 25 years of experience in every aspect of security, Visonic has built a strong reputation as a world leader in the security industry. Recognized for its innovative technologies and reliable high performance systems, Visonic is positioned at the forefront of the Home Automation market with the launch of its new wireless security and home & office automation PowerMax™ system. Visonic has laid the groundwork for the “networked home” where electronics, systems and appliances are all linked by an internal network with connection to the Internet. Visonic’s wired and wireless security systems and individual products cover a wide range of applications for access control, personal protection, health care, fine art protection and home automation. This broad offering meets the diverse needs of most all customer profiles.

Headquartered in Tel Aviv, Israel, Visonic has an installed base of millions of installations that receive worldwide technical and marketing support through a network of subsidiaries, distributors and sales representatives in over 50 countries.
Especially designed for private collectors and galleries, Visonic’s PowerArt provides the smart and effective solution that enables art lovers to fully enjoy their collections, while providing complete protection from theft or damage of individual pieces.

The PowerArt control center has a fully supervised wireless alarm for up to 28 SPD-1000/2000 detectors (art works). This control system responds to alarms and calls a monitoring station using a preprogrammed telephone number with voice message to indicate events.

Discreet Detectors
- Miniature, low-profile design
- Wireless
- Sensitive to touch
- Several alarm severity levels
- Canvas cutting detection

**PowerArt Benefits**
- Discreet and effective protection per item
- Superior false alarm immunity
- Easy repositioning or changing of exhibits
- Fast installation
- Cost-effective

**System Features**
- Event location
- Transmission tracking
- Notification sent to monitoring station
- Serviceability reports
- PowerCode™ anti-collision transmission

The PowerArt control center is a sophisticated wireless system comprised of a smart platform and discreet per item detectors. The miniature and light wireless detectors, SPD-1000 and SPD-2000, are attached to the back of the painting or to the base of the sculpture, providing reliable and undisected protection that doesn’t diminish the viewers’ experience.

These detectors are easily detached from one exhibit and attached to the next, eliminating the need for costly infrastructure changes and damaging construction work. Extremely reliable, easy to maintain, they are cost-efficient without requiring regular restocking.

**Visonic’s Wireless Smart Solution**

Visonic’s PowerArt provides the smart and effective solution that enables art lovers to fully enjoy their collections, while providing complete protection from theft or damage of individual pieces. The system indicates event location, enabling fast response in relevant areas and high recovery rate. Distinguishing between movement and touch, several alarms signals are used, depending on the severity of each event. Fully supervised, the system can transmit every 30 seconds, and sends supervision signals as serviceability reports. The unique PowerCode™ anti-collision transmission sequence guarantees transmission even when multiple detectors are activated at the same time.

Nearly $4.5 billion worth of fine art and valuable antiques are stolen each year, with 95% occurring in homes. As methods of theft become more sophisticated with hi-tech equipment, domestic dwellings and individual pieces are left vulnerable. In another situation, the very people that wish to enjoy to precise art, often cause damage by touching it.

Current protection methods using electronic devices and physical protection are expensive, inflexible, and distracting from the object of art. Electronic methods are extremely expensive with costly and complicated installation. Re-positioning of exhibits is problematic and lengthy, and requires changes in installed infrastructure. These oversensitive electronic systems do not tolerate physical proximity, causing many false alarms even when visitors are inadvertently viewing exhibits. Showcases may serve as an effective buffer, but can also alienate viewers with distracting reflections. Nor do these systems provide undisected coverage of individual pieces.

**The Need for Sophisticated Protection**

Nearly $4.5 billion worth of fine art and valuable antiques are stolen each year, with 95% occurring in homes. As methods of theft become more sophisticated with hi-tech equipment, domestic dwellings and individual pieces are left vulnerable. In another situation, the very people that wish to enjoy to precise art, often cause damage by touching it.

Current protection methods using electronic devices and physical protection are expensive, inflexible, and distracting from the object of art. Electronic methods are extremely expensive with costly and complicated installation. Re-positioning of exhibits is problematic and lengthy, and requires changes in installed infrastructure. These oversensitive electronic systems do not tolerate physical proximity, causing many false alarms even when visitors are inadvertently viewing exhibits. Showcases may serve as an effective buffer, but can also alienate viewers with distracting reflections. Nor do these systems provide undisected coverage of individual pieces.

**Visonic’s Wireless Smart Solution**

Visonic’s PowerArt provides the smart and effective solution that enables art lovers to fully enjoy their collections, while providing complete protection from theft or damage of individual pieces. The system indicates event location, enabling fast response in relevant areas and high recovery rate. Distinguishing between movement and touch, several alarms signals are used, depending on the severity of each event. Fully supervised, the system can transmit every 30 seconds, and sends supervision signals as serviceability reports. The unique PowerCode™ anti-collision transmission sequence guarantees transmission even when multiple detectors are activated at the same time.

Nearly $4.5 billion worth of fine art and valuable antiques are stolen each year, with 95% occurring in homes. As methods of theft become more sophisticated with hi-tech equipment, domestic dwellings and individual pieces are left vulnerable. In another situation, the very people that wish to enjoy to precise art, often cause damage by touching it.

Current protection methods using electronic devices and physical protection are expensive, inflexible, and distracting from the object of art. Electronic methods are extremely expensive with costly and complicated installation. Re-positioning of exhibits is problematic and lengthy, and requires changes in installed infrastructure. These oversensitive electronic systems do not tolerate physical proximity, causing many false alarms even when visitors are inadvertently viewing exhibits. Showcases may serve as an effective buffer, but can also alienate viewers with distracting reflections. Nor do these systems provide undisected coverage of individual pieces.

**The Need for Sophisticated Protection**

Nearly $4.5 billion worth of fine art and valuable antiques are stolen each year, with 95% occurring in homes. As methods of theft become more sophisticated with hi-tech equipment, domestic dwellings and individual pieces are left vulnerable. In another situation, the very people that wish to enjoy to precise art, often cause damage by touching it.

Current protection methods using electronic devices and physical protection are expensive, inflexible, and distracting from the object of art. Electronic methods are extremely expensive with costly and complicated installation. Re-positioning of exhibits is problematic and lengthy, and requires changes in installed infrastructure. These oversensitive electronic systems do not tolerate physical proximity, causing many false alarms even when visitors are inadvertently viewing exhibits. Showcases may serve as an effective buffer, but can also alienate viewers with distracting reflections. Nor do these systems provide undisected coverage of individual pieces.

**Visonic’s Wireless Smart Solution**

Visonic’s PowerArt provides the smart and effective solution that enables art lovers to fully enjoy their collections, while providing complete protection from theft or damage of individual pieces. The system indicates event location, enabling fast response in relevant areas and high recovery rate. Distinguishing between movement and touch, several alarms signals are used, depending on the severity of each event. Fully supervised, the system can transmit every 30 seconds, and sends supervision signals as serviceability reports. The unique PowerCode™ anti-collision transmission sequence guarantees transmission even when multiple detectors are activated at the same time.

Nearly $4.5 billion worth of fine art and valuable antiques are stolen each year, with 95% occurring in homes. As methods of theft become more sophisticated with hi-tech equipment, domestic dwellings and individual pieces are left vulnerable. In another situation, the very people that wish to enjoy to precise art, often cause damage by touching it.

Current protection methods using electronic devices and physical protection are expensive, inflexible, and distracting from the object of art. Electronic methods are extremely expensive with costly and complicated installation. Re-positioning of exhibits is problematic and lengthy, and requires changes in installed infrastructure. These oversensitive electronic systems do not tolerate physical proximity, causing many false alarms even when visitors are inadvertently viewing exhibits. Showcases may serve as an effective buffer, but can also alienate viewers with distracting reflections. Nor do these systems provide undisected coverage of individual pieces.

**The Need for Sophisticated Protection**

Nearly $4.5 billion worth of fine art and valuable antiques are stolen each year, with 95% occurring in homes. As methods of theft become more sophisticated with hi-tech equipment, domestic dwellings and individual pieces are left vulnerable. In another situation, the very people that wish to enjoy to precise art, often cause damage by touching it.

Current protection methods using electronic devices and physical protection are expensive, inflexible, and distracting from the object of art. Electronic methods are extremely expensive with costly and complicated installation. Re-positioning of exhibits is problematic and lengthy, and requires changes in installed infrastructure. These oversensitive electronic systems do not tolerate physical proximity, causing many false alarms even when visitors are inadvertently viewing exhibits. Showcases may serve as an effective buffer, but can also alienate viewers with distracting reflections. Nor do these systems provide undisected coverage of individual pieces.